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In this Franklin Classic Storybook, Franklin celebrates Thanksgiving with friends and family!
With his new pencil case packed with a ruler, eraser and 12 colored pencils, Franklin is ready for his first day of school --- until it's time to
board the bus. In this Franklin Classic Storybook, Franklin faces the excitement and fear of starting school.
In this book from the critically acclaimed Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of Aretha Franklin, "The Queen of Soul." The
fourth of five children, Aretha was born in Tennessee and took the stage at an early age in her father's church choir. She went on to become
the best-selling rhythm and blues singer of all time, and the first woman to be installed in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. This moving book
features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed
profile of the broadcaster's life. Little People, BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of
outstanding people, from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child
with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board books are told in
simple sentences, perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers.
Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning
tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people
who will change the world with Little People, BIG DREAMS!
Everyone knows Benjamin Franklin was an important statesman, inventor, and a signer of the Declaration of Independence. But did you know
he started the first public library in America? Ben Franklin was always a “bookish” boy. The first book he read was the Bible at age five, and
then he read every printed word in his father’s small home library. Ben wanted to read more, but books were expensive. He wanted to go to
school and learn, but his family needed him to work. Despite this, Ben Franklin had lots of ideas about how to turn his love of reading and
learning into something more. First he worked as a printer’s apprentice, then he set up his own printing business. Later, he became the first
bookseller in Philadelphia, started a newspaper, published Poor Richard’s Almanac, and in 1731, with the help of his friends, organized the
first subscription lending library, the Library Company. Ruth Ashby’s fast-paced biography takes young readers through Franklin’s life from
his spirited, rebellious youth through his successful career as an inventor and politician and finally to the last years of his life, surrounded by
his personal collection of books.
This book contains 25 short stories from 5 classic, prize-winning and noteworthy authors. The stories were carefully selected by the critic
August Nemo, in a collection that will please the literature lovers. The theme of this edition is: Children's Literature For more exciting titles, be
sure to check out our 7 Best Short Stories and Essential Novelists collections. This book contains: Kenneth Grahame: - The Twenty-First of
October - Dies Irae - Mutabile Semper - The Magic Ring - Its Walls Were as of Jasper - A Saga of the Seas - The Reluctant DragonL. Frank
Baum: - A Kidnapped Santa Claus - The Man In The Moon - Little Dorothy and Toto - Ozma and the Little Wizard - The Cowardly Lion and
the Hungry Tiger - The Scarecrow and The Tin Woodman - How The Beggars Came To TownLaura E. Richards: - Maine to the Rescue - The
Coming of the King - The Golden Windows - The Shed Chamber - The Green Satin Gown - The Scarlet Leaves - Don AlonzoLouisa May
Alcott: - A Modern Cinderella - My Red Cap - A Christmas Dream, and How it Came to Be True - An Old-Fashioned Thanksgiving - Aunt Kipp
- Rosy's Journey - The BrothersMaria Edgeworth: - The Grateful Negro - The Prussian Vase - The Good Aunt - The Good French Governess
- The Orphans - The False Key - Tarlton
In this Franklin Classic Storybook, Franklin likes being a big brother … most of the time. But when his little sister, Harriet, wants to play with his
favorite stuffed animal, Franklin doesn’t want to share. As they tug at the toy, something terrible happens. It rips! Franklin’s mother fixes it,
but he remains angry and hides the toy in his closet. Then Franklin discovers it’s not the toy that makes Harriet happy—it’s her big brother
who brings a smile to her face. Franklin decides that maybe sharing isn’t so bad after all. This fixed-layout ebook, which preserves the design
and layout of the original print book, features read-along narration by the author as well as music and sound effects.
Collects eight stories about Franklin the turtle, including "Franklin in the Stars," in which Franklin's Aunt T. comes to babysit for him and his
sister and teaches them about the planets and the stars.
Read about the fascinating life of Benjamin Franklin in this beautifully illustrated version of his autobiography.
A collection of nine beautifully illustrated stories featuring one of children’s fiction’s most beloved animal characters: Franklin the turtle.
Since 1986, readers everywhere have cherished Paulette Bourgeois’s classic tales about a little turtle named Franklin. Filled with lessons
about facing your fears and growing up, Franklin’s adventures are the perfect bedtime stories for kids who need a little help coming out of
their shells. In these nine educational stories Franklin discovers things like the importance of keeping things neat, how to share with his little
sister, and that being left out is no fun for anyone. And with each problem he solves, Franklin proves exactly why he’s the friend everyone
wants to have. This ebook includes Franklin and Harriet, Finders Keepers for Franklin, Franklin Goes to the Hospital, Franklin Is Messy,
Franklin’s Blanket, Franklin’s School Play, Franklin’s Secret Club, Franklin’s Thanksgiving, and Hurry Up, Franklin. This fixed-layout ebook,
which preserves the design and layout of the original print book, features read-along narration.
Celebrate Easter in Woodland with stickers and more in this Franklin Activity Book.
Here are Canada’s haunted houses, ghosts and poltergeists, weird visions of the past and improbable visions of the future, and assurances
that there is life after death. included are more than 175 accounts of such events and experiences told mainly by the witnesses themselves —
Canadians from all walks of life and all parts of the country. Some of the stories are classics. Others are little known. About one-third of the
accounts have never before appeared in print. This fascinating, scary book brings together the most notable stories from the archives of John
Robert Columbo, Canada’s "Mr. Mystery," who is known for his many paranormal collections, including Ghost Stories of Canada, Haunted
Toronto, Ghost Stories of Ontario, and Strange But True. Whatever your views are about the supernatural and the paranormal — skeptic,
believer, middle-of-the-road — this huge collection of stories filled with thrills and chills will cause you to wonder about the n ature of human life
and the afterlife.
In this Franklin TV Storybook, Franklin discovers through his new teacher that learning about different people and places can be fun and
rewarding.
Brother detectives Frank and Joe dive deep into the Florida Keys to find a missing person in the twenty-first book in the thrilling Hardy Boys
Adventures series. Frank and Joe Hardy have been invited to take part in a conservation mission by a marine biologist at the Bayport
Aquarium. The boys get to go on an all-expenses paid trip to the lush and beautiful Florida Keys to help save sharks! But the trip’s purpose is
suddenly sidelined when a paddle boarder goes missing and rumors start that the disappearance is the result of a shark attack. After
spending so much time learning about the local shark population, the Hardy Boys aren’t buying the story. It will take all of Frank and Joe’s
recently acquired knowledge about sharks and their habitat to solve this case. Will they be able to discover what’s really going on before it’s
too late?
Franklin loves his toddler sister, Harriet, and enjoys spending time with her, but when Harriet claims Sam, his favorite stuffed animal, for
herself, Franklin isn't sure how to handle it.
Follow the adventures of Franklin the turtle as he learns about life in this collection of ten picture books from the timeless children’s series.
Since 1986, readers everywhere have cherished Paulette Bourgeois’s classic tales about a little turtle named Franklin. Filled with lessons
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about facing your fears and growing up, Franklin’s adventures are the perfect bedtime stories for kids who need a little help coming out of
their shells. In this endearing collection of ten illustrated books, Franklin conquers challenges, like being nervous on the first day of school
and learning new things, with caring and kindness—as well as a little help from his family and friends. This ebook includes Franklin Goes to
School, Franklin and the Thunderstorm, Franklin’s Halloween, Franklin Has a Sleepover, Franklin’s Bad Day, Franklin Says I Love You,
Franklin Wants a Pet, Franklin Is Bossy, Franklin’s New Friend, and Franklin Rides a Bike. This fixed-layout ebook, which preserves the
design and layout of the original print book, features read-along narration.
Franklin's Big Book of StoriesA Collection of 6 First ReadersKids Can Press Ltd
Writer, printer, scientist, inventor, statesman, and youngest son in a family of seventeen children, Benjamin Franklin is considered one of our
greatest Americans. Supported by colorful illustrations, Adler's biography brings to life one of America's founding fathers, Benjamin Franklin.
Adler highlights Franklin's stunning accomplishments and his day-to-day life from his time as a young boy in Boston, Massachusetts through
his role as the oldest delegate to the Constitutional Congress at the age of 81. A lifelong book lover and printer, Franklin poularized famous
sayings like "haste makes waste" and "early to bed, early to rise, makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise" in his annual Poor Richard's
Almanack. An energetic inventor and public servant, he created the Franklin stove and bifocal glasses and established the first lending library
and hospital in America. Young readers looking for insight into one of America's greatest founders, will find inspiration while gaining
understanding and appreciation of US colonial history.
Franklin the turtle takes on everyday troubles in this delightful collection of nine stories from the acclaimed children’s series. Since 1986,
readers everywhere have cherished Paulette Bourgeois’s classic tales about a little turtle named Franklin. Filled with lessons about facing
your fears and growing up, Franklin’s adventures are the perfect bedtime stories for kids who need a little help coming out of their shells. As
our reptilian hero conquers his dread of the dark, finds out the consequences of telling a lie, and meets the littlest member of his family, this
collection of timeless stories showcases how Franklin is always trying to be the best turtle he can be. This ebook includes Franklin and the
Tooth Fairy, Franklin Fibs, Franklin in the Dark, Franklin Is Lost, Franklin Plays the Game, Franklin’s Baby Sister, Franklin’s Christmas Gift,
Franklin’s Class Trip, and Franklin’s Valentines. This fixed-layout ebook, which preserves the design and layout of the original print book,
features read-along narration.
Chronicles the life and career of the renowned Italian composer and includes such activities as making pasta, learning bocce, and crafting a
carnival mask.
Hauntings lurk and spirits linger in the Keystone State Reader, beware! Turn these pages and enter the world of the paranormal, where
ghosts and ghouls alike creep just out of sight. Authors Mark Nesbitt and Patty A. Wilson shine a light in the dark corners of Pennsylvania and
scare those spirits out of hiding in this thrilling collection. From apparitions of fires and soldiers struggling in the cold at Valley Forge, to
ghostly children stalking dormitories at Gettysburg College, these stories of strange occurrences are sure to send a chill up your spine.
Around the campfire or tucked away on a dark and stormy night, this big book of ghost stories is a hauntingly good read.
Suspense fiction. The men on board Her Britannic Majesty's Ships Terror and Erebus had every expectation of triumph. They were part of Sir
John Franklin's 1845 expedition - as scientifically advanced an enterprise as had ever set forth - and theirs were the first steam-driven
vessels to go in search of the fabled North-West Passage. But the ships have now been trapped in the Arctic ice for nearly two years. Coal
and provisions are running low. Yet the real threat isn't the constantly shifting landscape of white or the flesh-numbing temperatures,
dwindling supplies or the vessels being slowly crushed by the unyielding grip of the frozen ocean. No, the real threat is far more terrifying.
There is something out there that haunts the frigid darkness, which stalks the ships, snatching one man at a time - mutilating, devouring. A
nameless thing, at once nowhere and everywhere, this terror has become the expedition- 's nemesis. When Franklin meets a terrible death, it
falls to Captain Francis Crozier of HMS Terror to take command and lead the remaining crew on a last, desperate attempt to flee south
across the ice. With them travels an Eskimo woman who cannot speak. She may be the key to survival - or the harbinger of their deaths. And
as scurvy, starvation and madness take their toll, as the Terror on the ice become evermore bold, Crozier and his men begin to fear there is
no escape.
Learn about chemist Rosalind Franklin from her early career in coal research ans x-ray crystallography to her groundbreaking phot that
showed the structure of DNA.
A National Science Teachers Association, Best STEM Book Here is the story of Ben Franklin's first invention, his journey through the
scientific method, and the surprising successes that result when you're willing to make mistakes. Every inventor has to start somewhere, and
one of the greatest innovators in our history was no exception. Ben Franklin developed his first invention while doing what he loved best:
swimming! Barb Rosenstock's rhythmic, whimsical style is the perfect complement to S. D. Schindler's pen and ink and watercolor
illustrations. Together they recreate history in an engaging and unique way. Both author and illustrator worked closely with Franklin experts,
and the book includes Franklin quotes, an extensive author's note, timeline, and bibliography.
In this Franklin Classic Storybook, Franklin can’t wait for his best friend Bear to come over for their first sleepover. However, when it’s time
for bed, Bear begins to miss his own room—until Franklin comes up with an idea to make Bear feel more comfortable. This fixed-layout ebook,
which preserves the design and layout of the original print book, features read-along narration by the author as well as music and sound
effects.
Hauntings lurk and spirits linger in the heart of America Reader, beware! Turn these pages and enter the world of the paranormal, where
ghosts and ghouls alike creep just out of sight. Author James A. Willis shines a light in the dark corners of Ohio and scares those spirits out of
hiding in this thrilling collection. From ghostly soldiers that still haunt Fort Meigs to the eerie Franklin Castle, there’s no shortage of bonechilling tales to keep you up at night. There’s even a carved tombstone of an infant at Cedar Hill cemetery, whose ghostly eyes keep watch
over those wander too close. Around the campfire or tucked away on a dark and stormy night, this big book of ghost stories is a hauntingly
good read.
Collects six stories about Franklin the turtle, including "Franklin and the Contest," where Franklin and his friends compete in a contest to see
who can do something for five hours straight.
At Fox's house, all of Franklin's friends share funny stories that help the little turtle overcome his fear of thunder and lightning.
The life of Ben Franklin, a key leader in the founding of the United States, is introduced in this early reader biography. Ben Franklin was a
famous inventor, statesman, and writer who helped the thirteen colonies become the United States. From inventing the lightning rod to
helping write the Declaration of Independence, his big ideas had a lasting impact on American history. Beginning readers will learn about the
milestones in Ben Franklin’s life in this Level Two I Can Read biography. This biography includes bonus materials, complete with a timeline
and historical illustrations, including Franklin’s electrical machine invention and his leaf print money that couldn’t be counterfeited. Ben
Franklin Thinks Big is a Level Two I Can Read, geared for kids who read on their own but still need a little help. Whether shared at home or in
a classroom, the engaging stories, longer sentences, and language play of Level Two books are proven to help kids take their next steps
toward reading success.
The last of his friends who still need training wheels for his bicycle, Franklin becomes increasingly discouraged as he continues to fall down,
but then he gets an idea from Porcupine that will help him.
Even though he is very slow and has many distractions on the way, Franklin the turtle manages to get to Bear's house just in time for a
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special event.
Praise for Story Salon "Gemstones of narrative. Something new, funny, astonishing." -Los Angeles Daily News "Tales tall, tragic, and
tantalizing." -Sunset Magazine "Stories from all walks and talks of life. Tales of yore and ones that make you scream for more-those that will
delight with insight while moving an audience from laughter to tears." -Studio City Sun Story Salon is Los Angeles's longest running
storytelling venue. What began as an alternative to stand-up clubs and self-conscious performance spaces has been challenging performers
and audiences for more than a decade. Created in a North Hollywood coffee house Story Salon now reaches the globe through Podcasting,
publishing, and recordings. The rules of the Story Salon haven't changed since it started: Five to seven minutes of original material performed
by the author. The result is a unique blend of observation, memoir and comment that makes the Salon one of the most eclectic entertainment
experiences available. More than a dozen solo theater works have been developed at Story Salon, as well as a CD of stories, and several
books. "Live storytelling is a unique art form," says Story Salon founder, writer/actor/comedian Beverly Mickins. "Words spoken aloud paint
pictures capable of evoking laughter and tears, the whole range of emotion. People have been telling each other stories since the first
campfires, talking about the whole mix of things, important and trivial, that go into making life. Storytelling is one of the ways we figure out
how to be human." Collected here for the first time in Big Book of Stories are more than forty original pieces first performed by their authors at
Story Salon. It's an omnibus of memories, rants, affirmations, and shaggy-dog stories that once opened is impossible to shut. Learn more at
www.storysalon.com
Franklin and his friends love to play soccer, even if they never succeed in scoring a goal, but when they learn to work together, their playing
improves.

It's the new nonfiction: the creative hybrid combining the readability and excitement of fiction with the best of expository
prose; the innovative genre that has been awarded virtually every Pulitzer Prize for literary journalism since 1979. In this
book, an undisputed master of the great American nonfiction short story shares his secrets.
Franklin's friends are losing their teeth, but Franklin doesn't have any teeth to lose. Will the tooth fairy visit Franklin
anyway?
Franklin the turtle cannot decide what to donate to the annual Christmas toy drive, but with some inspiration from his
Great Aunt Harriet, he finally comes up with the perfect gift.
Kids Can Read! Level 2.
Sunny Beringer hates her first name—her real first name—Sunflower. And she hates that her mom has suddenly left
behind her dad and uprooted their family miles away from New Jersey to North Carolina just so she can pursue some
fancy degree. Sunny has to live with a grandmother she barely knows, and she’s had to leave her beloved cat and all
her friends behind. And no one else seems to think anything is wrong. So she creates “Sunny Beringer’s Totally
Awesome Plan for Romance”—a list of sure-fire ways to make her parents fall madly in love again, including: Send Mom
flowers from a “Secret Admirer” to make her dad jealous and make him regret letting them move so far away. Make a
playlist of his favorite love songs—the mushier the better—and make sure it’s always playing in the car. Ask them about
the good old days when they first fell in love. But while working on a photo album guaranteed to make Mom change her
mind and rush them right back home, Sunny discovers a photo—one that changes everything. Sunny’s family, the people
she thought she could trust most in the world, have been keeping an enormous secret from her. And she’ll have to
reconcile her family’s past and present, or she’ll lose everything about their future.
Franklin, eager to meet his baby sister, tries to make spring come more quickly, yet nature can't be rushed and so
Franklin realizes that he just has to learn to be patient.
Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the Boy Scouts of America. Published since 1911, it contains a proven mix of
news, nature, sports, history, fiction, science, comics, and Scouting.
When Franklin is hurt in a soccer game, his doctor sends him to the hospital to have the crack in his shell repaired.
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